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August 1981 Root River Dye Trace 

by Calvin Alexander 

The uncE!rtainty associated with the groundwater pollution problems from 

the Ironwood Sanitary Landfill prompted a quantative dye trace of the 

entire South Branch of the Root River. Although we have made numerous dye 

traces of individual sinkpoints along the river, we had never attempted to 

trace the entire system at once. The strong support of many local resi

dents, however, encouraged us to try this much more ambitious project. 

During much of the spring and summer, the South Branch sank completely 

in sections 17, 19, and 20 of Forestville Township. Earlier traces have 

shown that this water resurges at Seven Springs, Moth Spring, and Grabau 

Spring. We have never made any attempt to establish connections between 

the river and domestic wells in the area but it seemed obvious that such 

connec~ions must exist. The experimental plan was: (1) to inject a square 

wave dye pulse into the river near the landfill; (2) to follow that pulse 

as it moved downstream, sank underground, reemerged in the three springs 

and then came back together at Forestville; and, (3) to attempt to detect 

dye in the water supplies of local residents. Eric Mohring, Jodi Milske, 

Paul Book, and I made up the core of the experimenters but we were ably 

assisted by our respective spouses, several MSS members, numerous local 

residents, and other interested individuals. Neil Davie let us use the 

curio building at Mystery II as a base of operations. The experiment would 

have been impossible without the help of ali these people. 

The experiment formally started Wednesday evening, July 29, 1981 when 

we met with area residents in Spring Valley. We distributed charcoal 

detectors (bugs) and requested that the bugs be placed immediately in the 

resident's water supplies. These bugs were to establish the background 

values in area water supplies before the dye was injected. The bugs were 

to be changed Saturday morning and periodically thereafter. Friday after

noon Eric, Jodie, and I set up operations in the Mystery II curio building. 

Paul joined us Saturday morning and we started dumping the dye at 10:20 AM. 
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We had borrowed a stock watering tank from Dave Gardeman and in the tank we 

diluted 50 pounds of 20% Rhodamine WT solution to about 450 liter of 1% 

solution. The stock tank was left in the back of a pick up parked on the 

bridge. We simply siphoned the 1% solution into the river at about 1.5 

1/min. By lowering the end of the siphon hose as the level of the tank 

dropped we were able to maintain a constant siphon flow rate. The river 

was flowing at about 600 1/sec and the Rhodamine WT was immediately diluted 

to about 400 ppb - which is very visible! 

The whole experiment proceeded as planned for about three hours - then 

the weather decided to change the boundary conditions. From about 

2: 00-3: 00 PM a heavy thunder shower dropped over an inch of rain on our 

experimental area. Etna Creek, which empties into the South Branch about 2 

km below our dye injection point, flash flooded. The resulting flood pulse 

moved the dye through the system two or three times .faster than we had 

anticipated. This compressed time scale left us scrambling to occupy 

downstream stations much sooner than we had anticipated • .. 
The location of all of the stations are shown on the Index Map and the 

data for the river stations are shown in the figure ( the data from the 

springs will be described in a subsequent article). The pulses for all of 

the stations are drawn to a common time base and except for Station II on a 

common concentration scale.· The 'zeroth order' statement of our results is 

that the pulse was diluted and dispersed as it moved downstream. The 

details of that dilution and dispersion, however, contain a wealth of quan

tative information about the hydrology of this area. We are just beginning 

to interpret these data. The following are first order observations which 

will certainly be modified as our quantative interpretation proceeds. 

At Station II we recorded a good, five hour long square wave but the 

rainstorm was already evident. We interpret the dip in the pulse at 3:00 

PM to be the result of the dilution by rain that fell on and immediately 

adjacent to the river close to Station II. Station III is a few hund~ed 

meters downstream from the mouth of Etna Creek. The data from Station III 

indicate that the flow from Etna Creek diluted the pulse by at least a fac-
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tor of 8 - and chopped the pulse in two pieces. We interpret this as a 

case of · hydraulic damming. At about 6 :00 PM there was so much water 

flooding in from Etna Creek that the flow down the South Branch was effec

tively dammed up for a few minutes. 

The two peaks were very evident at Station IV but had merged back into 

one peak by the time the flow reached Station V. · Station V wa,s at the 

entrance to Mystery I cave. This is the area where the river visibly 

begins to sink underground. Several critical data were missed at Station 

VI, but what can be seen of the peak appears similar to the peak at Station 

V. At Station VII (which was completely dry on Friday afternoon but was 

roaring Saturday night) an. initial small peak is evident. That initial 

peak persists through Station XIII. We believe that this is not the double 

peaks visible at Stations III and IV but was produced by some kind of an 

underground meander cut off - probably in the NE¼ of sectior,i 20. From 

Station VII to XIII the story is mainly one of dilution and dispersion. 

Significant dilution and/or dispersion occurred at Station VIII (Seven 

Springs), between Stations IX and X (by Cold Spring?), between Stations XI 

and XII (by Trout and Black Rock Springs and by the Canfield Creek drainage 

in general), and between Stations XII and XIII (the flow from Forestville 

Creek). 

The results from the monitoring of individual water supplies were 

interesting. As of this writing, we have recieved enough bugs to allow 

classification of 68 individual water supplies out of the 80+ wells 

involved. For 9 of the 68 wells, 13 .2%, we believe we have evidence that 

the wells probably connect to the river. An additional 15 wells, 22. 1 % , 

are classified as possibly connecting to the river~ For 34 wells, 50.0%, 

we have no evidence of connections and the remaining 10 wells, 14.7%, yield 

complex inconclusive data. Clearly a significant number of the wells in 

the area connect to the river. The most surprising result is that one of 

the 'probable' wells and several of the 'possible' wells are north and west 

of the dye injection point! 












